Comanche Trail Park West
Comanche Trail Park (West) - 900 S. County Rd West
(18) Eighteen Hole Course

Description: Comanche Trail Park West is the most diverse disc golf course in the
Odessa/Midland area. It offers multiple tightly wooded fairways with a high
risk/reward ratio, along with some big arm hyzer holes. The walking path and
beyond is out-of-bounds(OB) throughout the course, as well as the cement and
chain link fences of the businesses and church that border the park.
Course Type:
Year Established:
Course Terrain:
Course Length:
Par Info:
SSE:
Tee Type:
Hole Type:

Permanent
2013
Flat and moderately wooded
5121 ft
54
47.8 (average round scored by professionals)
Natural
DGA

Directions to course: Take I-20 West and exit at the County Rd West exit. Go to
the light and turn right onto West County Rd. The park is about 3/4 of a mile up
the road on the right. Hole 1 begins close to the street side corner of the parking
lot. Look for the tee post and toe board close to the big tree. Local disc golfers
use hole 5 as the first hole. It is located at the intersection of Monahans and Kelly
streets. 1321 W Monahans ST., Odessa, TX will get out of town and/or lost
players to the church next to hole 5.

Hole 1:

350 ft (Par 3) - Basket is straight ahead to the right of the small tree by the
walking path. Playground is OB as well as the walking path to the left and
beyond.

Hole 2: 300 ft (Par 3) - Basket is straight ahead behind the big tree. Path to left and
beyond is OB. Small, fenced in area(next to drop zone) is OB.

Hole 3: 210 ft (Par 3) - Triple Mando painted. Players must shoot through the
mando. Basket is straight ahead. All pavement is OB. Soccer field is
OB. Water in drainage ditch(when applicable) serves as OB. Chain link
fence past basket is OB.

Hole 4:

400 ft (Par 3) - Tee box is located 200' to the east of #3 basket next to the
fence. Basket is straight ahead and can be seen from the tee box. Chain
link fence and beyond is OB. Walking path and beyond is OB.

Hole 5:

305 ft (Par 3) - Hole 5 is the official meeting area for the Odessa Disc Golf
Association and is a popular starting point for local disc golfers. Basket is
straight ahead past the mesquite trees. Walking path and beyond to the
right is OB. Chain link fence and beyond to the left is OB. **Note: Errant
tee shots can end up in the backyard of the house across the street. Please
do not climb fence or enter the back yard. Ring the doorbell and/or leave
note on front door to get your disc back**

Hole 6:

250 ft (Par 3) - Basket sits slightly to the right, straight ahead, before the
walking path. Chain link fence and beyond is OB. Walking path and
beyond is OB. **Note: do not mistake the basket seen straight ahead and
across the path for hole 6 basket. This basket belongs to hole 15.**

Hole 7:

350 ft (Par 3) - Basket is located straight ahead and slightly to the right,
close to the walking path. Chain link fence and beyond is OB. Walking
path and beyond is OB. **Note: Do not climb under or over chain link fence
per property owners request. Contact the church or La Margarita to get
your discs back**

Hole 8:

??? ft (Par 3) - Hole under construction. Estimated time of completion is
4/15/17. Please refer to alternate hole guide below.

Hole 9:

??? ft (Par 3) - Hole under construction. Refer to alternate hole guide
below.

Hole 10:

??? ft (Par 3) - Hole under construction. Refer to alternate hole guide
below.

Hole 11:

265 ft (Par 3) - Basket is straight ahead and slightly to the left. Walking
path to the left is OB. Soccer field is OB.

Hole 12:

200 ft (Par 3) - Current tee pad is located on the walking path. Basket is
straight ahead. Walking path and beyond is OB. **Note: Please keep
bags/carts off walking path to keep clear for the other park patrons. Do
not throw discs while people are present on path**

Hole 13:

245 ft (Par 3) - Tee box is 40 ft past #12 basket. Basket is located straight
ahead and slightly to the right. Walking path and beyond is OB.

Hole 14:

233 ft (Par 3) - Current tee pad is located on the walking path. Basket is
straight ahead, next to path. Walking path and beyond is OB. Property
beyond chain link fence is OB. **Note: Do not climb under/over chain link
fence per property owner request. Contact the church or La Margarita to
get your discs back**

Hole 15:

150 ft (Par 3) - Tight hole with a painted "Mando" tree on your right. Tee
shots must stay left of tree or next shot must be taken from drop zone with
a stroke penalty. Mando tree also serves as drop zone. Walking path
and beyond is OB.

Hole 16:

275 ft (Par 3) - Island hole. Tee pad sits on walking path. Tee shots must
clear the path in front of you and stay on the playing area. Walking path
to left and beyond is OB. Dirt path behind basket is OB. Street side of
the bathroom(refer to course map to see island borders), pavement and
beyond is OB. Players who do not make the island on their first tee shot
will throw their next shot from the drop zone with a stroke
penalty. Subsequent OB shots will be played where the disc last crossed
OB line.

Hole 17:

230 ft (Par 3) - Tee box is 250' down the walking path from 16 basket.
Basket is located straight ahead. Walking path and beyond is OB.

Hole 18:

270 ft (Par 3) - Tee pad is next to the soccer field. Red tee post is the
main tee box. Blue tee post is not currently used. Basket is straight
ahead. Walking path and beyond is OB. Soccer field is OB. An old sand
volleyball court, marked by a cement border, is OB. **Note: Be aware of
the soccer players. They generally do not use a net on their goal located
next to the tee box. Soccer balls will occasionally fly, head level, over the
fence.**

Additional Notes:

Comanche Trail Park-North(where ComWest disc golf course
is located) is a very popular and well used park. You will encounter
walkers, bike riders, skateboarders, soccer games and lots of
photographers. It is very important to use caution and/or a spotter while
playing disc golf. There are several blind spots throughout the course
where walkers do not see the disc golfer or the disc flying in the air. Park
patrons on the walking path have right of way, do not throw discs at
people.

Alternate Hole Guide:

Due to construction of new soccer field, holes 8 through
10 were removed. New holes will be in place for tournaments using temp
baskets. Permanent baskets should be installed by end of spring
2017. Alternate holes designed by the Odessa Disc Golf Association to
provide 18 holes of play.

Alternate Hole A:

This hole uses part of hole 14 playing backwards to hole 13
basket. Tee pad is on the walking path 150' past #14 basket and is
marked on the path. The walking path, itself, is OB due to difficulty of
hole. It is okay to land either side of the walking path. Chain link fence
and beyond, cement pad and soccer field are considered OB. 275 ft Par
3. Golfers on hole 14 have right of way over alternate hole.

Alternate Hole B:

Basically hole 13 played backwards. Tee pad is located 12' in
front of 13 basket next to the tree with an "A" marked on it. Tee shots are
thrown straight ahead to #12 basket. Walking path and beyond is
OB. **Note: Golfers on #13 tee box have right of way over alternate hole
golfers. Please allow those players to play through before resuming play.
245 ft Par 3.

Alternate Hole C:

Tee pad is next to hole 3 tee pad which is directly on the
walking path. Tunnel shot back to #2 basket. Walking path and beyond is
OB. Soccer field is OB. 240 ft Par 3. Golfers on hole 2 have right of way
over alternate hole.

